John,

Are you prepared for the coming assault by the IRS on the American People for a Tax that the average American is not liable for?

The pre-emptive strike is underway as you read this. We've partnered with the We The People Foundation, Freedom Force International, TruthAttack, Freedom Law School and other prominent members of the Tax Honesty Movement to make this the most effective assault to preserve our freedoms.

The centerpiece of the assault is the 5th issue of Republic Magazine "The IRS Scam" issue and the film, America: Freedom to Fascism.

We need to increase the numbers of Americans who are willing to stand with us and protest against the mis-applied federal income tax.

The best way to accomplish this is to distribute copies of Republic Magazine prior to the April 15th Global Strike. It is imperative we wake up as many Americans as possible before this date, as we must grow our numbers to effectively garner media attention and to instill a sense of solidarity amongst the people.

Many people have made real sacrifices to see that this issue was created, and we need your support for this pre-emptive strike to be sustained.

Please pre-order your magazines at http://RepublicMagazine.com
And get your AFTF DVDs at http://FreedomToFascism.com

...and lets hit the streets!

Yours in Freedom and Truth,
PS. Get your magazine copies within the next 24 hours and have them shipped directly from the printer to expedite this national initiative.
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